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ABSTRACT: Developing of technology today brings to ensure the security of data in the digital media with it. Coding and
steganography techniques include the solution techniques which are used to ensure this security. The soundness of those
techniques are also tested with the analysis techniques. In this study, steganalysis methods, which are used to reveal the
hidden data within sound files, have been examined and the results, which are obtained from those methods, have been
compared. The soundness of sound based steganography solutions has been tested via software which was developed in this
study. Chi-square attack has been used for the testing of software and the outcomes have been assessed. Very successful
outcomes have been obtained in the method which was developed in the sound based steganalysis. However, no good
outcomes have been obtained for the sounds which included the prediction in the noisy sounds.
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1. Introduction
Steganography, an important subdiscipline of information hiding, can be described as the concealment of a data within an object
[1]. The steganography term roots are derived from the Greek alphabet called “στεγαυοζ” and “γραΦειν”. It is literally meaning
“hidden writing”, “covered writing” [2].
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Another science which develops in parallel with the development of steganography is steganalysis. The purpose of steganalysis
is to detect the existence of a picture, sound, or hidden data in any file, as opposed to steganography. Steganalysis is the whole
set of techniques designed to distinguish between the carrier, the original objects and the stego objects.
In the base of the steganalysis studies, it is the idea that the concealed data leaves some fingerprints on the carrier object. That
is, the stego object that occurs after concealment carry statistically significant differences, although it cannot be distinguished
visually, audibly or functionally from the original [3].
In the field of steganalysis, many studies have been made especially on the steganalysis of picture and sound files.
Type Style and Fonts.
2. Data Hiding Methods in Sound Files
Methods for hiding data in sound files are described in the following subheadings [5].
2.1 Low-Bit Encoding
It is performed in the same way as the LSB insertion method used in image steganography. One bit of information to be hidden
in the last bit of each byte of data in the sound file is written. The resulting change causes noise in the sound file. It also has a
weak structure. The message can be damaged or destroyed by resampling or noise that may occur in the channel.
2.2 Phase Encoding
The phase encoding method is similar to the JPEG algorithm applied in picture files. In embedding, the sound file is divided into
small segments and the phase of each segment is changed with the phase reference of the data to be hidden. The phase
encoding procedure is as follows [6]:
• The sound data is divided into N short segments.
• Each segment is subjected to Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to create phase and magnitude matrixes.
• The phase differences between neighboring segments are calculated.
• A new phase value for each segment is generated by concealing information.
• New phase matrixes and magnitude matrixes are combined to obtain new segments.
• The new segments are combined to produce a coded output.
2.3 Spread Spectrum
Concealment is performed on the frequency spectrum used by the sound signal. Along with not having a strong structure, it
causes noise in the sound.
2.4 Echo Data Hiding
The concealment of information is achieved by adding an echo to the carrier sound signal. The information is hidden using
values such as the amount of delay, the fading rate, or the magnitude of the information. It is possible to code 0 or 1 at a level that
the human ear cannot detect using two different delay values. For every bit encoding, the signal is divided into segments. The
echo data hiding method does not cause any noise or use a lossy encoding.
3. Attack Models
The most common of these attack models are following [7,8,9]:
1. Stego Attack only: Only stego-object (image file) is known for analysis.
2. Known Cover Attack: The state of the image is known before and after the message is hidden.
3. Known Message Attack: Hidden message is known.
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4. Selected Stego Attack: Steganographic algorithm and stego-object are known.
5. Selected Message Attack: In this method Steganalist selects various messages to analyze the stego-object, uses
steganographic tools and tries to find the algorithm.
6. Known Stego Attack: The cover object, stego object, and steganographic tools are known.
4. Sound Based Steganalysis Applications
In steganographic tools, steganalitic approaches for the identification of concealed messages in Wavelet (WAV) and Audio Unit
(AU) files were presented using the FE tool. Experimental results show that messages embedded as small as 10% of the
steganographic capacity can be reliably determined.
Steganography is becoming more popular with the rapid growth of digital content and the widespread Internet communication
system. High definition digital image and the sound closest to natural sound can be obtained in a convenient way using digital
camera and digital sound recorder. Many steganographic tools that can store in image, sound and video files are now available
on the Internet. People can store their secret data in these digital content using such tools and send it or keep it on their discs
to provide privacy. Only target receivers or themselves can receive this hidden data. Third parties will not know hidden data or
hidden communications. So in some cases this is much more secure than cryptography.
Although not as much as the picture steganalysis, some studies have been conducted on sound steganalysis [10,11,12].
Ru et al. (2006) have developed a method to detect embedding in WAV files with some existing steganography software [10].
Özer et al. (2006) have achieved 75% to 90% success in their study of identifying the existence of a hidden message in sound files
universally, without needing to know the concealment algorithm [11].
Özer et al. have established a method based on the measurement of sound quality [13]. The basic idea is that the distribution of
various statistical distance measures calculated on the cover sound signals and the stego-sound signals, and that the one to
one sound versions are statistically different. They chose an appropriate sound quality meter as a steganalizer, and made a
classifier that comes in two classes.
Micah Johnson et al. [14] recently presented a software for statistical regulation of sound signals and used a non-linear support
vector for classification. However, this approach is unlikely to be effective in detecting low-bit-rate embedding. Steghide [15], a
tool that can be found free on the internet, can embed messages in JPEG, BMP, WAV, or AU files,. It is primarily designed to
counteract the statistical attack.
4.1 Sound Steganalysis Approaches
We can list the approaches to sound steganalysis as follows [16]:
- Auditory detection
- Algorithm specific detections and
- Universal detection.
The auditory detection is similar to that of sound, in that the sound quality of the stego sound file is distinguished from the
original sound quality, or the detection of defects that should not be present in a normal sound without the original sound file.
However, it will not be easy to distinguish stego sounds from self-loud noises.
Algorithm-specific detections are methods that attempt to estimate the existence of concealment operations performed with
specific algorithms.
Universal detection includes methods for detecting differences according to various properties between original sound files
and stego sound files, and for separating the stego audio file with the carrier file.
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4.2 Techniques used in Steganalysis
Some of the steganalysis approaches are [17]:
1. Visual and Auditory attacks (Visual Detection)
2. Universal Blind Steganalysis(Detection of steganographic Artifacts)
3. Histogram analysis (Steganalysis Based an Image Quality Metrics)
4. First-order statistical Analysis
5. Steganalysis Based on JPEG Compatibility
6. High level statistical analyzes (RS Analysis)
7. Paired Comparison Analysis (Pairs Analysis)
8. Palette Quick Pairs Analysis
9. Raw Quick Pairs Analysis
10. Chi square Attack
11. Other Methods
4.3 Analysis Process and Details
In making these algorithms, a few rules have been taken as follows:
1. The embedding algorithm will have no more than one bit per pixel. Some pixels may not contain embedded bits. This rule has
been taken both in terms of simplicity and in order to embed the data into the sound in an inconceivable way.
2. Starting from first line the cover sound, the embedding algorithm bits will embed each message bit to the pixel at the end and
to the cover sound. The purpose of this embedding plan is to simplify the large-scale process for debugging, but at the same
time, it allows usto test various sections of a sound, i.e. data embedded sections and data not embedded sections.
3. Each message will be generated randomly before embedding. The primary purpose of this design is to minimize the possibility
of attributing the results to the specific content of the embedded message. The results are correct if the message changes when
the embedding process occurs, and the results match when each new message is embedded,
In constructing these algorithms, several assumptions are made as follows:
1. The number of bits in the message is equal to or less than the number of pixels in the cover sound. This is a necessary
condition to satisfy the decision that each pixel has at most one embedded bit.
2. The message is a random distribution of 0s and 1s. Generally for embedding in steganography, the embedded data is
encrypted before being embedded, thus forming a random 0’s and 1’s distribution. So we assume that the embedding data is
encrypted.
Pairs of Values 3 Sound (PV3Sound) Algorithm used in Attack.
The PV3Sound detection algorithm is designed to perform a chi-square attack on a sound and output the probability of
embedding data.
The details of the chi-square statistical test are given step by step below:
Step 1: Assume that there is a random sampling of k categories and observations. Each observation falls into only one category.
The single values of the PSs of suspicious information is considered important.
Step 2: After concealing a uniformly spread out message, the frequency theoretically expected in category i is as this:
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ni * =

|{pixel|(pixel) ′ sorderedindex ∈ {2i, 2i + 1}}|
2

Step 3: In a random sample, the measured frequency of occurrence is as follows.
ni = |{pixel ⎢(pixel) ′ sordered index = 2i}|
Step 4: The chi-square statistic is calculated with the k-1 degrees of freedom as follows:
k

(ni − ni*)2

i=1

n i*

X2k-1= Σ

Step 5: If nive ni* distributions are equal, p is the probability of message embedding. This probability is calculated by taking the
integral of the density function (Γ is Euler’s gamma function):
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Chi-square statistical analysis yielded successful results in sequential LSB embedding steganography.
4.4 Experimental Results
I selected five different Wavelet (WAV) files and five Audio Units (AUs) for testing, with varying size and uniformity. The
original sounds are labeled as “Wav001”, “Wav002” .... “Wav005” and “Au001”, “Au002” .... “Au005”. I embedded information
at the ratio of 10%, 50%, and 100% of the pixels to each one, and saved each of these stego sounds, such as the embedding of
information to 10% of pixels in Wav002, the embedding of information to 10% of pixels in “FlipWav00210” and Au002, and in the
format of “Flip[sound name][information embedding percentage]” so as to create a stego sound called “FlipAu00210”. After
creating 15 stego WAV and 15 AU, each of these stego sounds and original sound (total 20 WAV and 20 AU sound) are tested
using PV3Sound.
Although the sampling of the sounds I selected is small (only 5WAV 8bit sound file and 5AU 8bit sound file), I got some
interesting results. First of all, PV3Sound seems to be analyzing more than just half of the sounds I test, especially large
homogeneous regions.

Figure 1. (Au003) Original Sound
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Figure 2. (Au00310) Stego Voice

Figure 3. (Au00350) Stego Voice

Figure 4. (Au003100) Stego Voice
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4.5 Reliability of Chi- square Attack
One of the questions we started to answer is “Can we say that whether an image contains embedded information” and the simple
answer is “Sometimes”. When 100% of the pixels of each tested sound file are data embedded, the chi-square test returns the
probability of embedding very close to one. In other words, when testing any sound file with data embedded in 100% of its pixels
(in this study), the chi-square test returns a true positive result for each sound file. In Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, the falls according
to the Chi-square attack are given for the data embedded sound files of 100%, 50%, 10%, 0% of their pixels.
Percent of embedding data in audio files Au1

Au2

Au3

Au4

Au5

%0

2/0

0

0

0

0

% 10

13

12

11

11

19

% 50

14

65

65

53

90

% 100

14

2/100 100

100

100

Table 1. “Falls” according to the Chi-square attack (Audio Unit)
Percent of embedding data in audio files

Wav1

Wav2

Wav3 Wav4

Wav5

%0

0

0

1-2/0

2-4/0

2/0

% 10

7/18

10

11

11

2/12

% 50

7/69

89

52

55

2/53

% 100

7/100

100

100

100

2/100

Table 2. “Falls” according to the Chi-square attack”
When there is sufficient data found in a sound file, the chi-square test can detect their existence, but the test may return false
positive values for noisy Sound files and regions that are noisy in sound files. The next logical question is, “Can we tell you how
much data is embedded in any Sound file?” In order to answer this, we can say with a slight degree of precision where the
embedding process stops, paying attention to the fall of r pr. When the pixel after the embedded data is tested, the pr falls
drastically. Nevertheless, I have not detected that this is true for most sound files I have tested. Thus, for both 5WAV and 5AU
sound files, Tables 1 and 2 show where the falls have taken place, showing both where the pr falls below 0.90 and where it falls
below pr.
As noted earlier, the chi-square test does not always accurately show how much data is embedded in the sound files. Although
50% of both Wav00150 and Wav00250 pixels contain data, 69% and 89% of their pixels does not contain data. Similarly, 14% and
90% of the Au00150 and Au00550 pixels are fell until tested. The chi-square test correctly shows how much data is embedded
when 50% of the pixels contains data, in ten sound files (Wav, Au), the first and second in Wav and the first in Au, in only three
of them in fifth.
Error ratio = % The percentage of existence - % Data embedding ratio
5. Conclusion and Discussion
In recent years, the security of computer systems has become a very important issue. With the spread of the Internet, data
exchange and sharing have increased. Text, sound, picture etc. are effectively shared by people in many parts of the world. In
this way, it is very easy to hide information that is wanted to be sent into digital media and transfer it to other people. However,
the use of this method by malicious people puts the security of society and the environment in danger. For this reason, the
examination of whether or not there is confidential information in the data in the digital environment has become a very important
subject. Various steganalysis methods have been developed to detect this.
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Percent of data embedding Au1

Au2

Au3

Au4

Au5

%0

%2

%0

%0

%0

%0

% 10

%3

%2

%1

%1

%9

% 50

% 36

% 15

% 15 % 7

% 40

% 100

% 86

%2

%0

%0

%0

Table 3. Error ratio of Wav Sound file
Percent of data embedding Wav1

Wav2

Wav3

Wav4

Wav5

%0

%0

%0

%1

%2

%2

% 10

% 15

%0

%1

%1

%4

% 50

% 25

% 39

%2

%5

%5

% 100

%7

%0

%0

%0

%2

Table 4. Error ratio of Au Sound file
A sound based software has been developed for the realization of this study and the tests have been carried out successfully
and easily.
In the results presented in this study, the following assessments can be made to ensure that steganography studies are more
successful:
1. The sound file to be used as the carrier should not be a readily available file of known originals. This may be necessary for
attacks of auditory steganalysis.
2. The concealment rate should be kept low enough to increase the soundness to statistical steganalysis although it will reduce
the concealment capacity.
3. Steganography methods can be combined with encryption methods to create a more secure system.
4. If it is asked to increase the amount of data to be concealed, this can be achieved by compressing the data to be hidden before
the hiding process.
5. On the subject of steganalysis, the chi-square attack, described in the scope of this study and in the framework of experiments
presented in this study, is highly effective against data embedding algorithms changing the least significant bit (LSB) when
large amounts of data are embedded.
6. As in all over the world, in Turkey as well, steganalysis subject does not draw necessary attention entirely. In general,
steganalysis, in particular, sound steganalysis applications, has not yet achieved sufficient progress. As the data transfer
techniques become faster, the sound files, which are larger in size than the picture files, are thought to be used in digital
communication very intensely. In this study, one of the most common sound file types, PCM-formatted WAV and Audio Unit
(AU) files are used, and it is assessed that the realized software will create a basis for the sound based steganalysis applications
to be realized in Turkey, and it will contribute. It is predictedthat the picture-based and sound-based software realized in this
thesis study may be aimed at meeting the need to provide personal and institutional security in a different and high level in the
light of the study results.
Many difficulties have been encountered during this study. First, the lack of a thesis on steganalysis in Turkey, it is observed
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that creates a misconception among people that there is no need for such a study.People who have hearsay knowledge on this
subject, characterize the study an easy field to choose as a thesis subject initially caused a negative motivation. However, when
the subject is assessed with all its scope, fitted in the frame that needs to be, and the outlines of the study are revealed, it is
realized that the subject is a multidimensional and dynamic subject which is quite comprehensive, important concepts and new
technologies are closely related.
It is expected that this study will be helpful to those who will study on this field from now on.
In addition to the English names of the software described in this study, the original Turkish expressions that can be used
corresponding to these are identified and used.
Good result is obtained when using sound-based steganalysis in the obtained results. But in noisy sounds, the Chi-square
attack is insufficient.
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